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Staff â€” January 31, Instinctive bow shooting is defined as shooting without the aid of aiming devices or
points of reference. The key to accurate instinctive shooting is intense concentration with both eyes and the
muscles that direct your arrow. For this to work, you must have established the fundamentals of bow shooting
â€” a consistent and workable stance, hold, draw, release and follow-through â€” as well as possess the proper
mental approach. Stance Mastering the fundamentals of instinctive shooting starts with a good stance and
hold. After years of practice, you might be able to shoot accurately from almost any position and even with
your bow only partially drawn. This can work with instinctive shooting, but many instinctive shooters have
better results with a more open stance â€” with their bodies turned a bit more toward the target. This position
makes it easier to bend the knees, bend the waist, and lean a bit forward in the traditional instinctive-shooting
form, which aligns the arrow directly below the dominant eye. Hand Position One of the most crucial factors
in good instinctive-shooting form is the position in which you hold the bow hand, and the proper way to hold
it will probably go against your natural tendency â€” which is to grab a big piece of the bow handle and
distribute the pressure across your palm. The most accurate way is to hold it delicately, balanced, and without
a grip, so that there is no uneven pressure that might twist the bow at the release and misdirect the arrow or
bump it into wobbly flight. Simply rotate your wrist outward, away from the bow, almost to the point of
discomfort, so the bow touches only the bottom of your thumb. Apply no pressure with your fingers. I close
my fingers on the grip without squeezing. The position of your other hand, your string hand, is more
complicated. Most archers use the split-finger, or Mediterranean, draw, with their index finger above the nock
of the arrow and the next two fingers below it. Other people, myself included, prefer to shoot with all three
fingers under the nock â€” the so-called Apache draw. But there are problems that can arise from split-finger,
the biggest of which is arrow pinch. When the arrow is drawn, the fingers pinch the nock and can actually
bend the arrow against the bow. This leads to poor arrow flight, especially when the degree of this bending
varies from shot to shot. This can make your bow noisier and reduce its efficiency. You can avoid this
problem if your bow is specially tillered for this style of shooting. Drawing with three fingers under the nock
also gets the arrow a little closer to your eye, which seems to make shooting more precise. Read about the
most important step â€” shooting â€” in Part II!
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Fred Asbell in his book Instinctive Shooting. The instinctive shooting style, as taught by Asbell, was designed
specifically for shooting recurve bows; however, it can be adapted for use with self bows and long bows with
a couple of adjustments. At the core of instinctive shooting is training your body to shoot accurately without
aiming. This style of shooting is the most traditional style of shooting since it does not require sights.
Variations of instinctive shooting date back to the earliest use of archery by humans. Since instinctive
shooting relies more on archer skill than sights it is a skill that requires a lot of practice to learn and to
maintain. The best way to do this is to begin with your equipment, in this case, your bow and arrows. How to
shoot a bow - Equipment: I will not get into nocking point placement in this article, because, as you will learn
through research, nock points can vary due to the design of the bow or the preference of the archer. Once you
learn to shoot instinctively you can adjust your nock point to your liking. Arrow length, spine, and point
weight should also remain consistent during the initial learning phase. Remember you are trying to train your
brain and body to shoot without aiming using a sight, and in order to do that you have to have consistency in
your equipment. How to shoot a bow - Form: Once you have ensured that you have consistency in your
equipment the next task is to create consistency of form. Ultimately you want to train your body to recreate the
same motion every time you shoot, much like a golfer practicing and perfecting their swing. To begin learning
the basic form of how to shoot a bow instinctively, stand with your feet about shoulder width apart with your
non-dominant leg slightly forward similar to a fighting or martial arts stance. The instinctive shooting style, as
taught by Asbell, requires the bow to be gripped in your non-dominant hand in a manner that allows your
pointer finger to point directly at the target when the bow is raised. When the proper grip is obtained the wrist
and arm and finger should all be in alignment. Most modern fiberglass recurve bows have handles that
naturally place your hand in this position. Self bows and long bows have handles that are shaped differently
from modern recurves and require some hand adjustment to get into the proper position. When learning how to
shoot a bow, whether with self bows or long bows, the grip described above might feel odd at first, but if you
start shooting this way it will get more comfortable with time. Once you have gotten the grip down you do not
need to keep your pointer finger extended and can wrap it around the bow handle. It only needs to be
re-extended if you feel the need to check your grip to make sure everything is still in alignment. Since self and
long bows do not have the same molded grips as modern recurve bows the natural tendency is to grip these
bows with the palm pressed into the handle. Pressing the palm into the handle requires that the wrist be bent
and your pointer finger will no longer point at the target. If, as you learn how to shoot a bow, you feel more
comfortable with this grip you can still learn to shoot instinctively. It is just a bit less intuitive since you are
not lining up your arm, wrist, and pointer finger. Many years ago, when I was learning how to shoot a
traditional bow instinctively, I was taught to shoot in this way and was able to learn and become accurate
without experiencing any problems. Once you achieve the proper grip you can nock an arrow underneath your
nock point. The arrow should be rested on the same side of the bow as the back of your hand. The bow should
remain canted to the side at an angle that allows the arrow to sit on the arrow rest without falling off. The
string may then be gripped with the dominant hand. Proper string grip is important to learning how to shoot a
bow properly. Generally the first three fingers are used to grip the string pointer finger, middle finger, and ring
finger. Most archers shoot with one finger gripping the string above the arrow pointer finger and two below
middle and ring fingers. The string should be gripped with the tips of the fingers on the meaty part of the
finger pads in between the tip of the finger and the first joint. Do not let the string fall into the first finger joint.
If you allow the string to fall into the first joint your string release will not be smooth and it will negatively
affect your accuracy. If your finger tips become sore with shooting, which is likely, you can choose to use an
archery glove or finger tab which will help protect your fingers. Once the proper string grip is achieved you
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can begin to start drawing and shooting your bow. The hand that is drawing the string your dominant hand
should be kept in a straight line behind the arrow from your fingers tips through your wrist out to your elbow.
Think of this arm as an extension of the arrow itself. The bow should be drawn with a combination of pushing
with the non-dominant hand that is gripping the bow and pulling with your dominant hand which is gripping
the string. Dry firing a bow can severely damage or break the bow. Once you get the bow to full draw, you are
going to need to create an anchor point on your face. When learning how to shoot a bow instinctively,a good
anchor point is important to maintaining consistency in your draw length and where the arrow is positioned in
relationship to your eye and head. I recommend drawing the string back to the point when your middle finger
touches the corner of your mouth. Learn More After a good anchor point is established you can begin
releasing arrows. Instinctive shooting relies on a combination of consistent form and intense focus on your
target. This means that you must focus intently on the smallest point on your target possible and maintain that
focus until after the arrow has struck. I have heard many a story of traditional archers who have clattered
arrows off of or through the antlers of massive bucks. This is a testament to the importance of focusing on
your desired target and the fact that once you have trained yourself in the art of instinctive shooting your arrow
will go where your focus is. To release an arrow, simply draw the bow back to your anchor point keeping in
mind all of the things previously mentioned. A key to learning how to shoot a bow properly is to focus intently
on the target as you draw your bow. Once your finger touches your anchor point, one must simply relax the
back of their hand to release the string and let the arrow fly. It is a good practice when learning how to shoot a
bow to get into the habit of leaving your string hand in place on your face for a few moments after the arrow
has released and taking note of its position. By leaving your string hand in place after the arrow has launched
you can determine if you released at your anchor point or not. Once you have practiced a while you may need
to fine tune your form a bit. One way of doing this is to have someone else watch you shoot to see what you
may be doing wrong. If you have no one to watch you, you can always video yourself shooting and then play
the tape back to yourself to critique your shot. Generally, if you are missing left or right there is an issue with
your string release and if you are missing high or low there is an issue with your range adjustment. As long as
you maintain proper form and consistency in your form and equipment, your brain will learn to adjust. I must
admit that instinctive shooting is a bit more challenging than hitting a nail with a hammer and it requires more
practice to remain efficient, but if you dedicate yourself to this ancient art I feel confident that you will find
success. Recommended resources on how to shoot a bow instinctively:
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book to help improve your shooting.
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Tag: instinctive archery insights; Become a Contributor! Instinctive Archery is an online blog featuring (instinctive)
archery skills, bowyers, arrows, bows.
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